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「マズレック Op.49」、「森の静けさ Op.68、No.5」、「ロンド Op.94」、「チェロ協奏曲ロ短調
Op.104」で見られるドヴォルザークのピアノ譜およびオーケストラ譜と比較した。特に、
B.10 の自筆譜ピアノ・パートに頻繁に見られるトレモロ、持続音、ペダル表記がどのよう
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A basic study on the performance of cello concerto in A Major B.10 






The present study suggests a proper way to perform Antonin Dvořák’s Cello Concerto in A 
Major B.10 (B.10) true to the character of his composition as a concerto for cello and orchestra, 
which the piece is clearly observed to be and described as a ‘Concerto’ in the title despite the score 
being only a duet for cello and piano.  
Above all, it introduces its historical background and remaining materials in score and sound 
recording and raises questions about the form of performance such as ‘Is it appropriate to perform as 
a duet for cello and piano as in the autograph (A)?’  
First, I examined the content of the piece in A which is the only contemporary material 
remaining. Of course, the proper way to represent the composer’s style and intention is to perform it 
as a duet that includes both cello and piano, as in A. However, as a result of the analysis of A’s 
musical content and the usage of instrumentation, I arrived at the conclusion that the piece has a 
stronger character of a normal concerto for cello and orchestra than a duet for cello and piano.  
In support of this, I have the following points. The existence of numerous phrases that use the piano 
alone in the exposition of the first and last movements, the bridge passage, as well as the closing 
section. Additionally, the tremolo and pedaling in the piano part show not an equal role with cello as 
the piano part of a duet but one as an accompaniment. Further the presence of motives in the piano 
which are more typical of orchestral music. These characters imply that A was made with the 
intension of the piano representing the orchestra in a concerto for cello and orchestra.  
After that, I encounter a problem that there is no score with the composer’s orchestration for 
performing this piece as a normal concerto for cello and orchestra. There are two scores that have 
been orchestrated and edited by two different people. The first is edited by Günter Raphael, a 
German composer, and the second is orchestrated by Jarmil Burghauser, a specialist of Dvořák. Both 
are orchestrated with each editor’s arrangement, but Burghauser’s edition is more proper to perform 
because Raphael’s edition loses the original form with greater reduction from A.  
Second, how well the orchestration of Burghauser reflects the orchestration of Dvořák is 
examined through the comparison between the piano parts and orchestration of four of Dvořák’s 
other pieces, ‘Mazurek Op.49’, ‘Silent Woods Op.68 No.5’, ‘Rondo Op.94’, ‘Cello Concerto in B 
Minor Op.104’. Especially I looked at how he orchestrated tremolos, long-tones and pedal markings 
from the piano parts and studied Burghauser’s additional notes, which showed his consideration 
when examining Dvořák’s orchestration. In conclusion from this study, Burghauser followed the 
style of orchestration of Dvořák faithfully. 
Third, Burghauser’s suggestions of reduction and Ossia are examined. These should be 
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considered when it is performed for the performer’s effective concentration, because the 55 minutes 
performance time without sufficient breaks in the solo cello part represents a significant difficulty in 
performing B.10. Burghauser’s way to shorten the work is to reduce long transitional or redundant 
sections. Additionally, he proposes sharing the main melody between solo cello and other 
instruments of orchestra and the alternative notes as the ossia for some solo cello’s passage which 
are difficult to play. As a result of comparing 5 CD recordings of B.10 with each of performer’s 
edition by using Burghauser’s reduction and the ossia, I can say that they have some common points 
of revising. But I suggest to play using Burghauser’s reduction and the ossia as little as possible in 
order to perform more faithfully Dvořák’s original music. When B.10 is performed by the author’s 
version, it took a longer time than any of the 5 recordings examined but the content of the music and 
orchestration could be expressed more faithfully. 
The conclusion of this dissertation is that it is desirable that B.10 be performed in the version 
of a concerto for cello and orchestra and that the performer should consider how to use Burghauser’s 
suggested reduction and ossia. A score which presents the author’s opinion as a performer on how to 
use the reduction and ossia is attached as an appendix. The careful consideration on the score and the 
way of performance by the performer is essential for the performance of the works of which not so 
many related materials have remained and which have not been studied enough. And B.10 is a good 
example for this point. 
 
